to a minimum length of 25 nucleotides (minlength 25 trimns). Statistics for each sample are given below. Hereafter the reads were mapped to the human reference genome build37.1 using bwa-0.6.2 [8] with seed disabled to allow for better sensitivity [16] . Alignments were ltered for reads with a mapping quality of at least 30, sorted and merged to libraries using Picard (http://picard.sourceforge.net). Duplicates were removed using Picard MarkDuplicates at the library level. The mapped data was stored in a le Gus.Ancient.bam that we distribute with the tool for testing.
The level of endogenous DNA was determined as the percentage of mapped reads after ltering for a mapping quality of 30 (q30) compared to the raw amount of reads produced. Coverage and average read depth were estimated using BEDtools [13] and pysam (http://code.google.com/p/pysam/). Statistics related to coverage (i.e., the number of positions in the genome covered by at least one read) and depth of coverage (DoC, i.e., the average number of reads covering each position) for Only a small fraction of the DNA sequenced maps to the reference human genome (<1%) as would be expected for ancient human remains.
2 Is it worth sequencing more of this library?
2.1 bamdamage, damage plots and read length distribution Ancient DNA is characterized by a number of features which include being fragmented and damaged (typically an increase of C to T and G to A changes at the read termini). These features can be used to diagnose if the DNA is endogenous or if it is the result of contamination (e.g., [17] ).
Once the data is mapped, we suggest as a rst step to look into the read length distribution and the damage patterns across the reads. We added a simple script to plot those statistics in the package we distribute but such statistics can also be obtained with existing tools (e.g., [6] ).
By running:
bammds -s Gus Gus.Ancient.bam
We obtain the two following plots (Gus.Ancient.dam.pdf):
read length distribution In terms of read length, these results suggest the reads are short (shorter than the number of cycles used for the sequencing)
and that the read length distribution is unimodal, which is compatible with ancient DNA that has not been contaminated by present-day DNA.
Moreover, although C to T and G to A are increased compared to other substitutions at the read termini, the damage levels are much lower than expected, specically around 0.5%. For example, Sawyer et al. [15] suggest that for a sample around 9'000 years old, the C to T misincorporation should on the order of 10%. This casts some doubt as to the origin of the DNA that maps to the human genome.
bammds, ancestry determination
Alongside the tool, we also distribute a reference panel in the native format we used to develop the tool (HGDP_hg19_one_allele.txt). This data is publicly available [9] . (Note that the tool can be run with a reference panel in several other formats, including plink [12] ). Our simulations results (based on this same panel) suggest that a depth around 0.001X represents sucient data to determine the broad geographic region of origin of the sample of interest. In some cases, it also allows to recover the closest population -but we will not attempt to do so here. Note that the required depth will also depend on the amount of damage and sequencing error -so it is best to consider 0.001X a lower bound in practice. We obtain the following plot (Gus.Ancient,HGDP_hg19_one_allele.pdf, rst two pages) 
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The last page indicates the number of markers that overlap between the sample and the reference panel, where the panel includes >600'000 SNPs that overlap with Gus at~1'000 positions. bammds assigns colors to each population using a color wheel by default. One can also run the code with user dened colors and by grouping the populations into broader regions. This is done by modifying a csv le generated by bammds under a tmp directory. We provide such a le as an example, named
HGDP_hg19_one_allele.legend.csv. To run:
bammds -l HGDP_hg19_one_allele.legend.csv --nosum Gus.Ancient.bam HGDP_hg19_one_allele.txt
We obtain the following plot (running time (wall clock time) 0:58.54, memory usage 2.3 Gb: in this case the allele sharing matrix is reused and the --nosum option allows to skip the step where the overlapping SNPs are computed). One can also remove populations or individuals by modifying the csv le HGDP_hg19_one_allele.legend.csv to zoom in.
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As an example, we restrict the plot to samples from Europe, Middle East and Central South Asia:
bammds -l HGDP_hg19_one_allele.legend.EuropeAsia.csv --nosum Gus.Ancient.bam HGDP_hg19_one_allele.txt
Those results suggest that the sample Gus is highly contaminated by a European descent individual(s) (since it dates to pre-Columbian times and therefore we do no expect any European ancestry, see e.g., [14] ), as suggested by the damage plots above. Depending on resources, one might consider dierent strategies from this point on. In our case, we discarded these libraries.
Our experience is that for heavily contaminated samples, such as this one, this approach allows to determine within an hour (once the sequence data is produced and mapped) if a library is worth pursuing or not -provided one has the appropriate reference should also map the high depth genome in the same way as the newly generated data (with same reference genome).
In our case for example, we do not believe we have enough data to determine where in Europe the individual comes from (with this method). We compute a plot including only Europeans:
MDS: Gus like an outlier to all other European populations. In this case, we would conclude that more data is needed to determine the closest European population for Gus.
Finally, the tool allows to plot several bamles on the same plot. We suggest to always consider running the tool for each bamle separately since several low depth bamles are likely to have very few overlapping positions. It may happen that the bamles cluster together on the mds plot because they are all outliers, i.e., by chance only and not because they have shared ancestry.
